
Discover mercury, the most beautiful yet 
most reviled element of the periodic table 
as Andrea Sella brings his personal 
quest to bring it to life to Chemistry in 
Action. Andrea is a synthetic chemist, 
broadcaster and true inspiration for the 
next generation.  

Find out why Chile went to war over 
bird poo, how to build an aircraft 
carrier out of ice and why a fi ghter 
jet fl ew into a mushroom cloud as we 
delve into the chemistry of confl ict with 
award-winning science journalist and 
author of Superheavy, Kit Chapman. 
From confl ict we will move to energy, 
as engineer Hayley Loren takes us 
through the story of nuclear fusion, 
challenging assumptions and illustrating 
how chemistry is used to answer diffi cult 
questions regarding safety and reliability. 
We will also take a sneaky peek at fi ssion 
and ask if this will ever be a reality.

The chemistry of colour is complex 
and beautiful. Nanochemist Jamie 
Gallagher will show us the wonder of 

the quantum rainbow in a brand new 
session, from the quantum confi nement 
effects of nanomaterials to the conjugated 
double bonds systems of organic 
molecules. We will discover the invisible 
secrets of the materials world with Anna 
Ploszajski as we take a tour from the 
earliest stone tools to the information 
age and beyond. Anna is an award-
winning materials engineer and science 
communicator on a mission to get people 
fascinated by the ordinary stuff which 
makes up the world around us.

We will see plenty more faces through the 
day, illustrating the many amazing places 
chemistry can take you and providing 
inspiration for future careers. And to help 
us reach our career goals, there will be 
a special session packed full of advice 
on revision and tackling exams from 
experienced teacher and examiner
Peter Hoare.

We hope to see you in 2020 for 
the ultimate chemistry enrichment 
programme!

Join us for an outstanding and wide-ranging day where we will 
discover the incredible places chemistry can take you. In fi ve 
sessions, students will hear fascinating scientifi c and personal 
stories from our experts. The talks are designed to complement the 
curriculum and inspire students with future directions – they are 
interactive, engaging and motivational. Each student will also receive 
a handy guide on how to tackle revision, and there will be a special 
session with hints and tips for exam success to help students excel.

TOPICS:
• Mercury

• Chemistry of colour

• Discovery of the elements

• Nuclear energy

• Materials science

For further information and to book visit  www.thetrainingpartnership.org.ukfacebook.com/eduinaction @edu_in_action
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